
CHRISTMAS DOGALOGUE – UPDATED LIST 7th December 

Here are just some of the very special greyhounds looking for foster care this Christmas! Please let us know who your 

favourite three are, and if they seem to be a good match then we will try our best to reserve one of those dogs for 

you. 

Christmas fostering is a great way to see if greyhounds are the right dog for you. Best of all, if you fall in love and want 

to adopt your foster dog, you can! 

 

(Please note, some of the dogs listed here may be adopted prior to being matched to a prospective foster home … this 

means they will no longer be available for Christmas foster) 

 

 

Blitzen 
Age: 2 years old (whelped 01 May 2021) 
Racing Name: ASTON MAESTRO 
Microchip: 956000014494199 
Meet Blitzen, our festive greyhound ready to dash into your heart! 
This friendly, outgoing, and confident canine loves treats, jumping up 
with joy, and spreading holiday cheer. Blitzen thrives in a home with 
medium/large dogs and children aged 10 and above. If you're 
looking for an enthusiastic, personable companion to light up your 
holidays, Blitzen is your perfect match! 

 

 

Blaze 
Age: 3 years old (whelped 01 Jan 2020) 
Racing Name: TWILIGHT BLAZE 
Microchip: 956000012182602 
Introducing Blaze, a captivating fawn greyhound, whose vibrant 
personality and endearing qualities make him the perfect addition to 
any loving home. Blaze's standout feature is his extraordinary 
friendliness. He has an innate ability to make anyone feel at ease in 
his presence. Blaze radiates positivity and exudes an infectious 
sense of adventure. He's always up for new experiences and 
eagerly embraces the joys of life, making him the ideal companion 
for those seeking an active and spirited furry friend. Blaze has had a 
past issue with his right hind leg and he enjoys moderate exercise, 
talk to our adoption team to learn more about this sweet lad. Blaze 
may thrive as the only pet in your home, relishing the undivided 
attention and love you can provide. Alternatively, he may enjoy the 
companionship of medium to large dogs. For families with children, 
he may be most comfortable in a home with kids aged 15 and older. 
Blaze has completed some extra behavioural rehabilitation training 
and is now ready for adoption! 

 



 

Brooklyn 
Age: 4 years old (whelped 24 Sep 2019) 
Racing Name: HALF MOON BAY 
Microchip: 956000012227590 
Check out the smile on Miss Brooklyn! This outgoing lass has a 
super happy, sunny personality. Although she is four she can still act 
like a big puppy! Our behavioural team describe her as a "little 
pocket rocket" but they do stress that she calms down quickly. She 
would likely suit a fun loving home with children aged 5 or older. She 
may be fine with full time workers. She'd prefer a home with a 
backyard to practice her zoomies in. 

 

 

Dan 
Age: 4 years old (whelped 11 Nov 2019) 
Racing Name: MR. STRAIGHT ONE 
Microchip: 956000011107046 
Dan is a delightful 3-year-old boy who, despite his initial timidity and 
anxiety, quickly discovers his inner courage and reveals his true, 
radiant personality. Once he warms up, Dan proves to be incredibly 
friendly and personable, bringing joy to everyone around him. He is 
a breeze to handle and walks beautifully on a leash. Whether he 
finds a home with or without a canine companion of similar size, we 
believe Dan may fit right in. He may be well-suited to living with 
children aged 10 years and older, promising endless love and 
happiness to his new family. 

 

 

Indiana 
Age: 2 years old (whelped 02 Apr 2021) 
Racing Name: LEKTRA DAISY 
Microchip: 956000013073086 
Indiana has a super sweet personality! She can be a touch timid at 
first but she tries very hard to please. She soon comes out of her 
shell and blossoms into a beautiful lass. She may suit a home with 
children aged 10 or older, and she may be fine with full time 
workers. 

 

 

Wednesday 
Age: 2 years old (whelped 11 Nov 2021) 
Racing Name: WEBLEC SAPPHIRE 
Microchip: 956000014497658 
Meet Wednesday, the enchanting greyhound ready to cast a spell 
on a family with children aged 10 and above. This sleek and elegant 
girl is the perfect companion for those who appreciate the charm of 
medium to large dogs. Wednesday thrives in a lively environment 
and enjoys the company of her human coven. Her sweet and 
affectionate nature makes her a wonderful addition to a family 
seeking a loving and playful pet. In true Addams Family fashion, 
Wednesday's mysterious allure is best suited for households without 
small dogs or elderly members. Her exuberant energy and spirited 
personality make her better suited for spacious homes rather than 
apartments. Embrace the enchantment of Wednesday, and let her 
bring a touch of magic to your family's life. 

 



 

Buddy 
Age: 2 years old (whelped 29 Sep 2021) 
Microchip: 956000011780606 
Bouncy, bubbly and big hearted Buddy is on the hunt for his forever 
home and we hope its with you! He wears his heart on his sleeve 
and just wants to show the world what a friendly, happy-go-lucky boy 
he is! We think he may suit living with children 10+ and with a 
backyard to spend all his "waking" hours doing zoomies and playing 
in. He is learning fast how to be the best boy he can be but would 
benefit from some understanding owners that he is still learning (he 
loves treato's so this should be a walk in the park!). He may be okay 
as an only doggo or with another play mate of any size. 

 

 

Benny 
Age: 2 years old (whelped 31 Jan 2021) 
Microchip: 956000013094182 
No-one is a Goofy as Benny (or Benjamin when he is in trouble!) He 
has previously spent sometime getting use to living in a home and is 
coming along nicely in his learnings to be a pet. He loves pats, to 
play, loves treats and just being silly so a backyard would be best for 
this beautiful boy. He also may be better with children 10+ due to 
this size and zest for play time. He has also requested a little paddle 
pool in his new home as he loves to dip his toes in a splash around. 
We think he may suit being an only dog or living with another doggo 
that also likes to play and can be a bit robust - size doesnt matter 
though - he will play with anyone! 

 

 

Lucius 
Age: 5 years old (whelped 09 Oct 2018) 
Racing Name: DOUBLE UP 
Microchip: 956000006804110 
Introducing Lucius, a captivating 5-year-old boy with a heart full of 
warmth and charm. Lucius is a versatile greyhound who can thrive in 
various living arrangements. Whether sharing his space with 
medium or large dogs, or enjoying the spotlight as the sole pet in a 
household, Lucius adapts effortlessly. He extends his friendly nature 
not only to his fellow canines but also to older children, aged 15 and 
above. Lucius's endearing personality shines through his personable 
demeanor, making him a delightful companion. Though a sensitive 
soul at times, this trait only adds to his deep capacity for empathy 
and understanding. Lucius has a mild heart murmur, he requires no 
special care for this and he can exercise and bounce like any other 
grey when in his new home. Lucius has completed some extra 
behavioural rehabilitation training and is now ready for adoption! 

 

 

Miley 
Age: 2 years old (whelped 10 Jan 2021) 
Racing Name: SUNNYSIDE CLOVER 
Microchip: 956000012967663 
Little Miss Miley is as sweet and soft as they come. She looooves 
human attention and will lap up any that you want to give her. She 
would much prefer to keep all this human attention to herself though 
so she will be best in a home as Queen Bee. She is still learning the 
ropes on pet life and the big wide world so we think a quieter home 
with children in their teens would be best for her. 

 



 

Sweeny 
Age: 5 years old (whelped 11 Oct 2018) 
Microchip: 956000006119831 
Sweeny still thinks he is a pup at 4 and a half years old! He is a 
loving boy who can be a little over excited when meeting new 
people, but with time we think he will settle as he has minimal 
experience outside of kennels. He has a lovely soft coat that makes 
you want to snuggle into him on those cold winter/autumn days. 
Sweeny has mild Pannus requiring daily eyedrops in his eyes on-
going. Sweeny may suit living with or without a canine companion of 
similar size and children aged 10 years and older. 

 

 

Miley 
Age: 2 years old (whelped 10 Jan 2021) 
Racing Name: SUNNYSIDE CLOVER 
Microchip: 956000012967663 
Little Miss Miley is as sweet and soft as they come. She looooves 
human attention and will lap up any that you want to give her. She 
would much prefer to keep all this human attention to herself though 
so she will be best in a home as Queen Bee. She is still learning the 
ropes on pet life and the big wide world so we think a quieter home 
with children in their teens would be best for her. 

 

 

We also have some amazing helper dogs (non-greyhounds) who would love to spend Christmas in a home this year! 

They are: 

 

  
Jimmy (4yr old male Spaniel x) Stix (1yr old male JRT) 

 

  



AVAILABLE SOON 

The following greyhounds will hopefully be available soon – they are just 
awaiting clearance from our vet team. You’re welcome to express interest in 

one of these dogs pending availability.  

 

 

Salem 
Age: 4 years old (whelped 02 Nov 2019) 
Racing Name: DISTINGUISH 
Microchip: 956000011133197 
Meet Salem! This handsome, outgoing and friendly boy thrives in a 
loving home, where he can shine as the center of attention or share 
his joy with a doggo sibling of any size. Salem can get a little over 
excited at times and is best suited to a household with children 10+. 
He also loves his zoomies so a backyard is a must! 

 

 

Dundee 
Age: 4 years old (whelped 14 Mar 2019) 
Racing Name: COCONUT HOGAN 
Microchip: 956000006355103 
Meet Dundee! He's friendly, outgoing, and very confident! He is a 
social butterfly with his humans and loves to be at the centre of the 
action. His excitement for life can get the better of him and is best 
suited to an experienced adopter who can help him with lead skills. 
Dundee has recently completed some additional training in our 
behaviour program and is now ready to find his forever home! 
Dundee's perfect home would be somewhere where he is the star of 
the show or sharing the limelight with a fellow greyhound who can 
match his zest for life. He's also not suitable for children of any age 
or elderly as he can be a little hard to handle when excited and likes 
to jump up. If you think you're home would be perfect for Dundee's 
forever home, contact our team! 

 

 

Sage 
Age: 3 years old (whelped 25 Nov 2020) 
Racing Name: WOVEN MAGIC 
Microchip: 956000012189256 
Meet Sage, the charismatic 2-year-old seeking her forever home. 
Her confidence shines through in her interactions, making her a 
delightful companion for those who enjoy an active and lively 
presence. Sage's affectionate demeanor makes her a perfect cuddle 
buddy, and her boisterous energy adds an element of excitement to 
every day. Her enthusiasm for life is contagious, and she's always 
up for an adventure. Given her exuberance, Sage may thrive in a 
household with a medium or large dog as a playmate. She's also 
open to living with older children, ideally aged 15 years and above, 
who can appreciate her spirited nature. Sage has a mild heart 
murmur that requires no special care and she would enjoy a 
backyard, providing her with the space she needs to stretch her legs 
and burn off some of that boundless energy. Sage has completed 
some extra behavioural rehabilitation training and is now ready for 
adoption! 

 



 

Cotton Candy 
Age: 2 years old (whelped 07 Sep 2021) 
Microchip: 956000013058798 
Cotton Candy is as sweet as her name suggests! She is also a 
beautifully friendly, outgoing and affectionate girl who has all the 
love in the world to give to her special new forever home. Cotton 
Candy may be happy to live with or without another medium or large 
canine companion and children aged 10 years and over. 

 

 


